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Yay, you did it!
Hi, Congratulations on taking one more step towards
a more sustainable and conscious lifestyle!
The challenge, when you care about your impact
on both the planet and others, is… How to do it in
practice? What are the easy first steps and ‘mustknow’ things? I mean, we don’t all have to pass
Certifications and Degrees in Sustainability to do
good, do we? No, we don’t… And can we still look
good in clothes that reflect our values? Yes, we
can… But do we have to shop in specific stores?
No, we don’t… We just have to know what to look
for, because even in fast fashion, some pieces can
(surprisingly) meet sustainability criteria.

I’m Armelle Ferguson. I’m an Ethical Personal

They want to live an intentional, conscious

Stylist & Sustainable Life Coach for women

and purpose-driven lifestyle while being the

with ethical values, who want to live a better,

proud owner of a killer wardrobe. I help them

fulfilled life, and reach their goals while

achieve their ethical and sustainable goals

looking good in clothes that reflect them and

and guide them through the very steps to

their values.

creating a wardrobe they’ll love (guilt-free!).
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HOW THIS GUIDE WORKS
In your ‘Fabrics 101 A comprehensive guide to
UNDERSTANDING FABRICS and making SUSTAINABLE
CHOICES’, you’ll get practical knowledge on what to
look for when buying new clothes. No more wondering
what this label means, and what “Lyocell” is. It’s all in
there.
I’ve made this guide for two types of people: a) the
nerds like myself who love to know all the details when
learning something new; and b) the make-it-simple
type of people who just want the key information, and
want to move on.
In the first part, I’ll be decoding a few key-words that
are commonly used in the sustainable fashion world. I’ll
then go through a list of the 25 more common fabrics
and how sustainable they are. Finally, you’ll find a chart
at the end, with a sustainable ranking* allowing you to
just see the information you need at a glance.
Enough talking, it’s time to transform your wardrobe,
and finally wear what feels right to you.
Let’s dive in!

* I’ve made the ranking myself, based on the information in this
guide. Nothing in this ranking is from an official accredited body unless you consider me an official accredited body! ha ha!

https://armelleferguson.com

LETS’S MAKE IT CLEAR
Ok, first things first. Let’s take a

SY N T H E T I C FA B R I C S

look at a few words and explain
their actual meaning, shall we?
No because what’s the difference
between natural fabrics and
organic fabrics? And what is upcycling? Is it the same as recycling?
Well… No, it’s not. So let’s pause
and get these terms clearly defined
before we move on.

N AT U R A L F A B R I C S
Natural Fabrics are derived from

U P CYC L I N G

Synthetic (Manmade) Fabrics are

Upcycling is also known as creative

those you can not find in nature.

recycling. In up-cycling objects are

They are manufactured and made

used creatively, to create products

from chemical synthesis. Many of

that have a higher value than the

them are engineered to imitate or

original object. It’s basically the

replace natural materials (at a lower

idea of transforming waste into

cost). Synthetic materials vary in

valuable objects using imagination

their properties.

and creativity.

FA I R T R A D E

V E G A N FA S H I O N

animal and plant natural fibres.

A Fair Trade Certified brand is a

Vegan is not necessarily

They are basically substances

brand that means the brand helps

sustainable, and you’ll see why in

produces by plants and animal,

create sustainable livelihoods, safer

the content of the guide. I wrote an

and that can be spun into filament,

working conditions, transparency

article addressing this issue, right

thread or rope, and further be

in the fashion industry. Some of

here; especially when it comes to

woven, knitted, matted or bound.

the money earned with every sale

vegan leather. But I’ll give you the

often goes out to fund important

short version, down in the content

community development projects.

(check for the leather paragraph)

O R G A N I C FA B R I C S
Organic fabrics are natural

R E CYC L I N G

fabrics produced in specific
‘organic’ conditions. The organic
production systems replenish and
maintain the soil fertility, reduce
fertilisers and pesticides, and build
biologically diverse agriculture.
Organic production is basically the
alternative to intensive farming,
and promotes a more responsible

durability

care

clearer now, isn’t it? Now let’s get

Recycling is a process to change

to the heart of the matter, and let’s

materials into new products to

have a look at all these fabrics!

prevent waste of potentially useful

the use of toxic and/or persistent

way of producing material.

And here you go, that’s much

materials, reduce the consumption
of fresh materials, reduce energy
usage, reduce air pollution and
water pollution. The idea is to
reduce “conventional” waste
disposal.

sustainability/environment
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vegan/cruety-free

Acrylic

Angora

Well, we’re all familiar with the 100% acrylic

What is Angora? Well, it’s a type of wool from

labels on winter jumpers, right? But what is it

a specific breed of rabbit: the Angora rabbit.

exactly?

(Surpriiise!) Angora is considered to be one
of the softest and warmest types of wool. It is

Acrylic fabrics are made with plastic threads.

in high demand and very appreciated in the

They are chemically made with fossil fuels -

fashion industry.

petroleum, natural gas, and less commonly,
coal -, just writing this makes no sense to me

Being affordable and long-lasting, Angora is

but anyway!

a winter favourite for most, and requires the
same I-cant-be-bothered cleaning care routine

So acrylic fibres resemble wool both in look

as most knitwear : wash but not too often, dry

and feel; and are often used to replace it for

cleaning or cold hand wash, pilling prevention

warm and winter clothes (you know that o-so-

and flat drying.

fluffy £15 jumper you saw the other day?).
One thing to know however, is that just like
It is also water-resistant (which also means

for any other type of animal products, the

sweat-resistant), thus creating the perfect

production regulations and animal treatments

environment for bacteria to grow and…

can be the cause of many ethical issues. Because

odour to persist.

well… If you’ve seen those graphic videos, you
know what I’m talking about.

Acrylic is not resistant to abrasion, and tends
to pill very quick. It is therefore not a good

After a video (https://www.peta.org/issues/

investment when it comes to clothing items.

animals-used-for-clothing/angora-industry/)

However, the material itself is very long-

shared by PETA in 2013, the Angora industry

lasting, and can last up to 200 long years,

took a hit, due to the questionable practices

during which it will release all kind of toxic

and treatments of animals. China being the top

chemicals into the environment. It already

producer of angora wool, their lack of a proper

releases about 730,000 tiny synthetic particles

animal welfare policy had to create a massive

per single wash.

impact on the fashion industry at large.
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While being made of natural materials,
Angora still remains a tricky choice of fabric, if
you are not sure where it’s coming from and
how it was produced. After the PETA article
was released, more than 300 brands.
There are still a few local producers labelling
themselves as “ethical”, but be aware of one
thing: claiming sustainability and being
sustainable are two different things.
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Cashmere
Ok so we’ve all heard of cashmere, and we’ve
all dreamt of one day, owning a beautiful
collection of soft, expensive, luxurious
cashmere jumpers, cardigans and dresses…
Or maybe it’s just me, I don’t know?
Anyway, what’s cashmere? Cashmere is
made of goat’s wool. The Kashmir goat
produces double-layered hair on its beard and
underbelly that is shed and collected during
the spring moulting season. This yield is then
de-haired during a multi-week process that
removes the long, coarse, and thick “guard
hair,” leaving the soft and fine cashmere that is
then used for knitwear.
Cashmere was once considered a luxurious
commodity - four goats to make a single
cashmere jumper! - but the industry has
undergone significant disruption - obviously!

In terms of care, I found that even though the
label says “dry clean only,” hand wash actually

These days, with £60 cashmere jumpers

works better and make it softer over time. I

being sold in supermarkets, we can imagine

just make sure I press out the excess water

the grasslands of Mongolia are paying the

without wringing the jumper. And then I lay it

price with overpopulation - causing a serious

flat on a towel and reshape it as it dries.

impact.
And that’s without mentioning the social

Warning: Cashmere jumpers hate hangers -

impact with overworked and underpaid

they cause misshaped shoulder, and distort

farmers and a crazy supply chain.

the overall shape.
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Chiffon
When I think “Chiffon”, I immediately imagine
red carpets gowns and fashion editorials. I’ve
never own a chiffon piece. But here are a few
things to know before getting one.
Chiffon can be made from synthetic fibres
like nylon or polyester, and is most commonly
created using polyester - because it’s cheap
and durable… not in a good way. Chiffon can
also be made using natural fibres like cotton
or silk, and silk chiffon is considered a highend option which provides a shimmer and
smooth texture. Silk chiffon is also the actual
traditional chiffon.
Chiffon is a sheer, lightweight fabric often
used for prom, wedding and bridesmaid
dresses - not my wedding dress though. Soft
and flowing, chiffon is also sometimes used
for curtains and other household items.
If the label on your chiffon says “Dry
clean only,” you might want to follow the
instructions… tI won’t judge! If it doesn’t,
you can hand wash the piece. You may even
be able to get away with throwing it in the
washing machine, but make this your last
resort, but know that chiffon is quite delicate so maybe on hand wash mode?
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Cotton
For a long time, I used to jump on everything

temperatures, which means it can be boiled

labelled 100% Cotton, thinking there was

and thus sterilised.

nothing better for me and for the planet.
Well, I wasn’t completely wrong, and I still

But obviously, when it seems too good to

have little something for everything cotton-

be true, it often is… Cotton being one of

and-nothing-else. But let’s see what’s up with

the most widely grown crops in the world,

cotton.

growing conventional cotton is also one of
the most chemical-intensive. These chemicals

Cotton is a natural fibre that coming from

have a terrible impact on the earth’s air, water,

the cotton plant - ground breaking, I know!

soil, and the health of people in cotton-

It is used to make many fabric types at every

growing areas. They are of the most toxic

price point. Cotton fibre has been cultivated

chemicals.

for thousands of years, literally, and it’s
only increasing in popularity as modern

The problem is even worse in developing

technology blends it with other fibres and

countries - obviously - with uninformed

gives it special performance finishes.

consumers, and lack of stable institutions
and property rights. In addition to destroying

Cotton fabric is easy to care for and

the land, loads of farmers actually die from

comfortable year-round. No matter the

exposure to these chemicals every year.

weather, hot, cold, humid, or whatever, cotton
“breathes.” As the body perspires, cotton

According to the US Department of Labour,

fibres absorb the moisture and release it on

cotton is one of the goods most commonly

the surface of the fabric, so it evaporates - so

produced using forced labour.

no suspect odours. In cold weather, the fibres

That’s where organic cotton enters the

retain body heat. Id that’s not everything you

picture!

need..?
Cotton is easy to clean - so just throw in
the machine. It also withstands high water
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Organic cotton is a great eco friendly fabric.

stripped of its natural wax, most weaves have

It is grown without the use of pesticides,

a characteristic smoothness and weight which

herbicides or other chemicals, and is simply

makes the fabric particularly flattering in its

better for your health and the environment.

drape and in the mellow way it reflects and

Clothing made from organic cottons feel like

absorbs light.

linen - and who doesn’t love the feel of linen? Many high-street clothing brands are now
Since natural cottons are not chemically

targeting and sourcing more organic cotton.
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Denim
Breaking news: Denim and Jeans are two different
things. I actually didn’t know until I started to care
seriously about what I was wearing and how to help
women make sustainable choices. I was always into
clothes and the “looking good” stuff; but I thought
jeans and denim were synonyms!
Anyway, what’s denim?
Denim is a rugged, sturdy, twill weave woven, 100%
cotton fabric. So it’s made from cotton. As we know,
it’s used in blue jeans and other clothing. Originally
used for workmen’s clothes, denim has now become
universal and even entered the world of high fashion.
Nearly everyone has at least one garment made of
this fabric in the closet these days.
As it’s cotton, you can just refer to the Cotton part
to understand what denim is about. The difference
comes when we use (even more) chemicals to dye the
fabric. And that’s it!
Some brands make jeans from relatively more ecofriendly materials such as organic cotton - I don’t
know if “organic denim” is a thing… but I guess as it’s
cotton, it would just be “organic cotton?” - , surplus or
deadstock fabric (unused fabric that would otherwise
be thrown away), or up-cycled textiles. They can also
be more mindful of their manufacturing processes,
reducing the use of toxic dyes and chemicals…
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Elastane / Spandex

Fleece

I feel like we all know what elastane (or

Fleece is a man-made wonder product, if

Spandex) is… I mean, you can pretty much

there is such a thing. Despite being named

guess by the name, that it’s going to be some

after the ‘fleece’ coat on a sheep, it’s 100%

kind of elastic material of some sort. And it’s

synthetic and derived from plastic rather than

exactly that. Elastane textile is composed of a

a fluffy sheep’s coat – despite being fuzzy to

long chain polymer known as polyurethane,

the touch.

or polyether-polyurea copolymer if we
want to get technical. Elastane is an entirely

Typically, fleece is created from polyester

synthetic fabric; no organic materials are used

(which comes from plastic). The fibres of

to make this substance, and it does not exist

polyester are woven into a light fabric which

anywhere in nature.

is brushed to help the fibres increase in
volume. Occasionally other natural fibres are

It is also known as Spandex, and it is one of

incorporated into the fleece such as wool,

several non-biodegradable synthetic fibres.

hemp or rayon to create a certain texture

Today most clothes containing spandex end

or vibrancy of the fabric. Fleece can also be

up as non-recyclable waste after a while, they

made from recycled plastics such as plastic

are extremely difficult to recycle.

water bottles, giving it an eco-friendly edge

This material is very popular in sportswear,

whilst being inexpensive.

from yoga pants, to swimwear, sports bras,

Generally, fleece is preferred over wool

or even any other type of garment that is

because it is softer and much lighter in

used during intensive physical activity. It is

weight. Some people also find themselves

the form-fitting and elastic which makes it

itchy when they wear wool, but this reaction

almost indispensable for this type of garment.

is unlikely to happen with synthetic polyester.

While I’ve heard of EcoVero at some point in

However, wool has the advantage of being

the past, as a possible sustainable alternative

totally natural and environmentally friendly,

to elastane, I am not quite sure where it’s at

whereas fleece is only eco-friendly if produced

now… So, I’m unsure what to offer. Sorryyyy!

from recycled plastics.
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Fur... Hum, really?
Right hum… I’m juste going to jump straight to

But then, what was found a few years ago is that

faux-fur if you’ll excuse me!

in a disturbing new trend, real fur is actually
being passed off as faux fur to unknowing

So faux-fur… Faux fur or fake fur is basically

shoppers. The reason being: fur is made in such

any textile fabric that is designed to resemble

disgusting and cheap fashion, that it’s actually

real fur. Self explanatory, right? This material

cheaper for some unscrupulous brands to buy

is usually made from synthetic fibres that are

real-fur and throw it in the garments… In 2016,

processed and made to match the appearance of an investigation by the charity Humane Society
International UK found that some products

animal fur.

labelled as “faux” fur products from British
First, let’s have a look at the materials used

high street stores Missguided and House of

in the process. Different polymers are used,

Fraser were found to actually found to be made

from acrylics, to modacrylics and a variety of

from real fur after they were tested by a fibres

combinations between them, - it depends on

expert. There is so much fur being produced

the fur that the fabric is supposed to resemble.

under terrible conditions in countries that don’t

Acrylics are basically a result of chemical

have ani animal protection regulations, that it’s

reaction between chemicals derived from coal,

actually cheaper to produce and buy than faux

petroleum, water and air, - I know… eyeballs all

fur. So… I suggest we check what we buy, even if

the way! - processed through pressure and heat.

it says “faux”…

So that’s one…
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Hemp

It is also an extremely durable and strong

Now on to the fun stuff! A very “versatile” type

cotton fibre which makes sense when we

fabric. Its strength is eight times that of
know its historical use in sails and rope for the

of fabric, very well known under different

American and British Navies.

names - hemp, cannabis, Mary-Jane, etc. I
actually took time to realise it what hemp

One of the downsides is that just like linen,

was - I couldn’t imagine there was yet another

hemp wrinkles so easily and can be a bit

name for this same plant! But anyway…
Hemp!

scratchy sometimes (depending upon

Hemp fabric is made from cannabis sativa

blended with other (sustainable!) fabrics to

the blend) so I suggest you look for hemp
give it a softer hand.

fibre or industrial hemp. The use of hemp
fibre as materials for clothing is noting new

Finally, for washing and care, it’s better to use

actually; we just didn’t really know about it

cold water when laundering hemp fabrics.

here in the Western world. Hemp fibre has
been used for thousands of years.

Chlorine-Type bleaches aren’t recommended.

Hemp plant is a very fast growing crop,

Jersey

producing high fibre yield per acre. It can

What is jersey? Is it a fabric? Is it a material? Is

produce 250% more fibre than cotton and

it a knitted fabric? It can be confusing, and it

600% more fibre than flax with the same

can actually be made of different materials.

amount of land - I know, that’s crazy!

Let me explain.

Hemp creates one of the most eco friendly
fabrics in the world, as it requires no

Jersey is a knitted fabric that was originally

pesticides, it crowds out weeds without

made of wool, but is now also made of silk,

herbicides, and it produces oxygen. It is a

cotton and synthetic fibres. I would even say

renewable resource that can be cultivated in

that nowadays, jersey is mostly made from

as little as 100 days and is one of the world’s

cotton. The fabric is soft, drapes well, and is

most versatile fibres.
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stretchy - if you have a few of these well-fitted

The fabric is flexible and stretchable, and it

tank tops, then you know what I’m talking about.

drapes your body tastefully - in most cases.

Jersey knit is originally a casual knit creating a

Jersey is a breathable, comfy fabric, also good

smooth face with a textured back.

in humid conditions. In hot weather, jersey will
keep you cool and non-sticky.

It is an anti-fade, anti-shrink fabric. It retains
the depth of the colours, even after long-term

For care and washing, just throw in the machine!

use, which means your jersey top will still look
fresh and nice after several wears. But again, it
depends the type of jersey and what material
was used.
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Leather

World can no longer get away with practices

Right… That’s probably one of the hardest

vast leather industry in other countries, -

like these, but it is still very prevalent in the
including many bound for the luxury market.

parts right here. Is leather sustainable? Is

Just so you know, leather can actually be

vegan leather a better alternative? Should we

tanned using non-toxic vegetable dyes, but

compromise? I can’t cover everything here,
but I’ll try and do my best.

chrome tanning is faster and produces a

First off, what is leather? Leather is basically

and coats, so in terms of profit, I can see why

flexible leather that’s better for high-end bags
the factories don’t see the point of a switch.

animal skin…
More precisely, it is a natural durable and

Now… Is leather a by-product of the meat

flexible material resulting from the tanning of

industry?

animal rawhides and skins. It can be produced

Loads of people wear leather saying it’s a

at manufacturing scales ranging from artisan

byproduct of the meat industry and therefore

to modern industrial scale - that’s where

a form of recycling - waste not, want not. But

sustainability comes in… But let’s keep that
for later.

is it true? Is leather really a byproduct? Yes and

As we know, leather is used to make a variety

Well let’s be honest here, leather is not just

no.
a by-product of the meat industry, it’s a

of articles, from footwear, to car seats, to

profitable trade in itself, and is worth billions.

clothing, to bags; as well as book bindings,

In some cases, the skin is actually worth four

fashion accessories, and furniture. It is

times the value of the meat. So what is the

produced in a huge variety of types and styles

byproduct now?

and decorated by a wide range of techniques.
The earliest record of leather artefacts dates
back to 2200 BC.

Also, the softest leather is found on newborn

Now to the sustainable considerations. The

sometimes cut from their mother’s womb. I

or even unborn calves… So yes, they are
doubt people want to eat that…

process of tanning leather is actually crazy
toxic. Most of it is chrome tanned, resulting in

So what about vegan leather then? Is vegan

carcinogenic chromium - whatever it is, but

leather a sustainable alternative to real

it’s bad - being pumped into the water table.

leather?

Most factories in Europe and the Western
ARMELLE FERGUSON
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First, we need to understand what vegan

Thankfully, faux-leather can also be made from

leather is actually made of. While it reduces

other materials, and if it’s the case (even though

animal exploitation and all issues coming from it’s quite rare for now), then it’s all good!
intensive farming and the leather tanning
process – extreme pollution and release of

So, in conclusion, faux-leather can be

unnecessary toxic chemicals, vegan leather

sustainable, but it often isn’t. When it comes

is not always as sustainable as it seems.

to buying quality sustainable clothing, you

Polyurethane and PVC materials used to make might consider your values and put one first –
faux leather goods have their own sustainable veganism or environment? – As at the moment,
challenges, their own environmental

that’s often the choice you have to make when

problems.

considering leather goods.

For a quick comparison, we can notice that

If you are vegan first, and that’s a non-

faux leather isn’t as long-lasting as real leather. negotiable, then go for the faux-leather; if you
Moreover, genuine leather breaks down easily

care for the environment more… you might

and is biodegradable, while faux leather can

opt for these artisan leather options… I know…

be much more damaging to the environment.

it’s a tricky choice.

Needless to say that making faux-leather made
from petrochemicals is not sustainable or

Technology on the matter is improving though,

renewable.

so there is still hope.
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Linen

Lyocell

Linen, my all-time love! I mean… who doesn’t

Now this is one fabric that is getting more and

like a nice linen summer shirt.

more visible in our wardrobe and on retailer’s
clothes racks.

It’s probably a given, but let’s still confirm

Lyocell is a natural, man made fibre, made

it. Linen is one of the most biodegradable

with wood pulp; a form of rayon (talking

and stylish fabrics in fashion history; and

about about rayon a bit further). When

just history really. And it’s also my favourite!

coming from sustainable tree farms - and

Linen has been used for literally thousands

it often does - , lyocell fibres are created

of years. It is strong, naturally moth resistant,

through the use of a process that recovers or

and made from flax plant fibres - flax seeds

decomposes all solvents and emissions. To

anyone? - , so when untreated (i.e. not dyed)

get a bit technical, it is a closed loop system,

linen is fully biodegradable. It’s natural

which means that 99.5% of chemicals are

colours include ivory, ecru, tan and grey.

captured and reused in continuous processing

I do love a beautiful and crisp white linen

- almost no release in nature! The fabric itself

though, but unfortunately, it’s not ideal for the

is 100% biodegradable - big win! Lyocell is is

environment… Because of the dense nature

commonly used as a substitute for cotton or

of the fibre, to get a pure white linen, it has

silk.

to go through a heavy bleaching process.

Similar to rayon in feel, Lyocell is soft,

Sticking to its natural-toned hues will ensure

breathable, lightweight and comfortable. Oh

a more environmentally friendly garment

and it also is resistant to wrinkles.

afterlife.
Some garments have a “dry-clean only” label Linen fibres are much stronger and more

you do what you want about that...

lustrous that cotton. But if you’re anything
like me, then you know what the big issue

So what’s the catch? Because there always

with linen actually is… Yep! Just look at it and

is one, right? Well, Lyocell is more expensive

watch it wrinkle under the pressure of your

than most eco fabric alternatives. But it surely

look.

is worth it.
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Mohair
Depending on the type of garments you’re into,
you might be familiar with Mohair. If not, here is
your introduction!
Mohair is usually a silk-like fabric or yarn made
from the hair of the Angora goat, which is a
single-coat breed - I know it sounds familiar, but
no, it’s not the same as Angora wool, which is
made from the hair of the Angora rabbit.
Mohair is durable and resilient. And compared
to sheep wool, mohair is much softer, with a
high lustre and sheen. It’s definitely considered a
luxury fabric, and… it also reflects on the price ouch!
So how is this type of wool made? Shearing
is usually done twice a year, and is done on a
cleanly swept floor. The hair is then processed to
remove natural grease and dirt. And then it’s the
usual carding and spinning of wool, really.
In terms of animal rights, well… I guess it’s
always the same question of supporting animal
exploitation, and asking yourself if you believe
there is a way to do so in a sensible, sustainable
and cruelty-free fashion. Some international
brands have already decided to ban mohair from
their collection, as some videos were released by
animal rights activists
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Muslin

But of course, just like other synthetics, it is
quite bad for the environment. I mean… it’s

What is muslin fabric? Well, to put it simply,

plastic, and we know how bad plastic is - who

muslin is a cotton fabric. It’s made of cotton,

still uses single-use plastic items?

which means that the properties will pretty
much be the same - go organic people! Ha

Polyester

ha! It has what’s called a “plain weave”, which
means it’s made from a crisscross pattern. It’s

What’s your worst nightmare when choosing

typically made softer and smoother. Muslin

your clothes? Well as for me, one of them

is durable and versatile, so it’s used across

is that dread “100% Polyester” label when

professional and commercial industries, and
even at home.

I thought I had found the most cutest,

Uh… Yeah, that’s it really!

makes it instantly… Well… A big no! I might

Nylon

buy anything that says “100% Polyester” -

Nylon is soooo common a fabric! It’s probably

like… What?!

elegant, sophisticated little dress. To me, it
be exaggerating a bit but I genuinely don’t
especially when they sell it at crazy prices;

the most useful synthetic fabric that we know.

Anyways, what’s polyester? Polyester is

To make it simple, and show you how it is

a synthetic fiber derived from coal, air,

literally everywhere, let’s have a look. It’s a

water, and petroleum - I mean, come on!

plastic that can be moulded into everyday

… Developed in a 20th-century laboratory,

products or drawn into fibres for making

polyester fibers are formed from a chemical

fabrics. We find it outside of clothing, ropes,
parachutes, and even mechanised gears.

reaction between an acid and alcohol

But anyway, let’s focus on the fabric here.

ridiculous…

- no comment here from me, that’s just

Nylon is often used to replace silk. The look

So obviously we know polyester is super

is similar, and it is much more inexpensive. It

cheap, and it can be worn over and over

is strong and elastic. It is well known for the

again without changing its shape and texture.

stockings that are created from it.
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Buuuuut after a few washes, it just doesn’t look

But to me that’s probably the worst type of

good; and it also doesn’t allow your body to breathe

fabric ever. Like eveeerrrrr. It’s bad for pretty

properly. Polyester doesn’t actually soak up and

much everything; from the environment, to

keep you dry, but some stains can be very visible

your body, to your wallet, to your look…

instead.
always the same question of supporting
Polyester is the most common fabric in the daily

animal exploitation, and asking yourself

use nowadays, unfortunately; mostly because it’s so

if you believe there is a way to do so in a

cheap… And it’s often combined with other fabrics,

sensible, sustainable and cruelty-free fashion.

like cotton.

Some international brands have already
decided to ban mohair from their collection,
as some videos were released by animal
rights activists
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Rayon / Viscose

Satin

Rayon, Viscose, Viscose, Rayon… Yeah,

So here is something I didn’t know : Satin

whatever. It’s pretty much the same thing. So

is actually a weave and not a fibre. WHAT? I

let’s dive in!

know, I had no clue either…

Viscose is supposedly the third most

So yes, Satin is a weaving pattern. And it

commonly used textile fibre in the world. If

can be made using combinations of other

you’ve never heard of viscose, you may know

fabrics like nylon, rayon, polyester, and even

it by another name, rayon. Ok but what is it

silk. So… yes, I would say, just check what

exactly? Well it’s a semi-synthetic fibre that is

the actual material is, and find its properties,

made from trees; and it’s basically artificial silk,

because “satin” won’t help you to know how

due to its look, its feel, its texture.

sustainable it is.

Chemically, viscose resembles cotton, but
it can also take on many different qualities

Just know, Satin is generally not made of

depending on how it is manufactured. That’s

cotton or linen because the fibres are not slick

what makes it such a desirable product.

enough.

As a plant-based fibre, viscose is not
inherently toxic or polluting. But - there is
always a but when are talking about industries
like the manufacturing industry…
Viscose is a low-cost fabric, and it’s not
harmful in itself; however, because of the
growing fast fashion industry, a lot of the
viscose today is manufactured cheaply using
energy, water and chemically-intensive
processes that have devastating impacts.
But these are just consequences of intensive
agriculture. The fabric in itself is a great
sustainable option in my opinion - just check
where it comes from, and you should be fine.
When it comes to caring for it, it often says
“dry cleaning only”, but it’s up to you…
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Silk

Suede

I do love a nice, beautiful silk blouse; I confess. It

Suede is simply the inner surface of animal

looks elegant, luxurious and chic. But what actually

hides, visible on the underside of leather.

is silk? Well, silk is an animal protein fibres produced
by certain types of insects for building cocoons and

So, what is suede made of? Well, as I said, it’s

webs - creepy right?

pretty much leather! So yes, suede leather

Silk is more likely to be found in dresses and blouses.

can be made from almost any animal hide,

But it can also be found is some pants and hats. The

the most common being lamb, alongside

natural touch is soft and luxurious, and it is quite

goat, deer, pig and calf. It was traditionally

ideal for summer as well as the warmer season.

a type of leather with a napped finish, but
today, it has come to mean any type of fabric

But of course, being such a chic fabric, silk is more

with a similar napped or brushed finish.

expensive than other fabrics. It definitely is one of
these materials you want to save up for. But do you?

Suede looks elegant - when used sparingly
and sensibly, but it is not particularly durable

As I mentioned, silk is made of killed worms. So,

and unsuitable for upholstery or outerwear.

definitely not for the vegans out there. And it is not

It is then very sensitive to environmental

for the ones who don’t like delicate care either. As

damage and difficult to clean - on top of

silk, because of its texture, is hard to handle and

being animal skin. So… Apart from being

care.

pretty, I don’t really know how to describe it.
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Tweed

Vevlet

One of the classic jackets we all recognise is

This fabric is one I had a long-lasting love-

the tweed jacket. So what is tweet? Tweed is

hate relationship with. Sometimes I love it;

made of tightly woven dyed wool, coming in a

sometimes I simply hate it. I mean, more often

variety of weights, weaves, and colours.

than not, it is not used very wisely, and it
can just ruin the whole look. But when done

So to make it clear and simple: tweed is a

preperly, it can also take any outfit to the next

woollen fabric, made from carded wool,

level.

which is thick and full of un-straightened
fibres. Tweed is warm and flexible but not as

So what’s velvet? Velvet is a kind of woven

smooth or uniform as other yarns, where the

tufted fabric in which the threads are evenly

wool is combed to make all the fibres lie in

in a short dense pile, giving a very soft and

one direction.

smooth general feel.

Tweed was traditionally hand-woven on a

Traditionally, Velvet is made with silk; but

loom, but today the process has been largely

cotton is also occasionally used. Now,

mechanised, but the process is pretty much

obviously, we can see that synthetic fabrics

the same.

are also being used for velvet. There are
different varieties of velvet, depending on

First, raw wool is dyed and dried in an

how it’s made and transformed, but the main

industrial drier. The coloured wools are then

six varieties are: Devore velvet, crushed velvet,

mixed together, roughly mixed, and blended

plain velvet, velveteen, embossed velvet and

in a giant industrial mixer to create the hue

hammered velvet.

required for the pattern.
I won’t go into details here, as we are just
In terms of properties, well, it’s wool, so if you

discussion the sustainable factor; but as I said,

keep reading, you’ll have more details about

velvet is made of different fabrics, so it is just

wool!

for you to check which fabrics these are.
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Wool
they can eat pretty much anything and live
Yes we all know wool, but let’s dive in a bit

pretty much anywhere. But - I know you were

deeper to see how sustainable it is as a fabric?

waiting for that “but” - , mass production

Wool is a natural fibre produced by sheep.

and processing of wool can have some hefty
environmental impacts. And we know that’s

Sheep, as we know, grow wool on their bodies in

what money-hungry industrials do… Also,

the same way people grow hair; and what we call

many sheep farms dip their sheep in poisonous

wool is mainly obtained by shearing fleece from

insecticide baths to ward off lice and ticks.

living animals, but pelts of slaughtered sheep are

Animal rights, anyone?

sometimes used as well, yielding an inferior type
called pulled wool.

But if you do not care that much about a vegan
fabric, then you can probably find farms and

When it comes to the environment and animal

small producers that don’t mass-produce and

rights, sheep are relatively low impact animals:

condone those types of practices.
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S U S TA I N A B L E FA B R I C S 1 0 1 C H E C K L I S T
⎷

Acrylic

⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Angora
Cashmere

⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Cashmere

⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Chiffon

⎷ ⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Cotton

⎷ ⎷ ⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Organic Cotton

⎷

Elastane

⎷ ⎷

Fleece
Fur

⎷ ⎷

Faux-Fur

⎷ ⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Hemp

⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Jersey

⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Leather

⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Faux-Leather

⎷ ⎷ ⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Linen

⎷ ⎷ ⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Lyocell

⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Mohair

⎷ ⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Muslin

⎷ ⎷

Nylon

⎷

Polyester

⎷ ⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Rayon/Viscose

⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Satin

⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Silk

⎷ ⎷

Suede

⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Tweed
Velvet

⎷ ⎷ ⎷

Wool

⎷ ⎷ ⎷
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